ICPI chapter membership allows you to be involved in the interlocking concrete pavement industry close to home where you can share your experiences through networking events with fellow paver installers, increase your knowledge through local education courses and seminars, and build a more successful business and industry through local and regional advocacy programs.

**NETWORKING EVENTS**

One of the greatest resources for professional and personal development is to meet other paver contractors and suppliers in your local area. You gain new information on products, technology and resources as well as access to others’ experiences and knowledge.

**ICPI chapter networking events include:**
- Monthly or quarterly dinner meetings
- ICPI continuing education programs
- Joint meetings with local user and construction associations
- Golf tournaments
- Site tours
- Product and hands-on demonstrations

**EDUCATION COURSES AND SEMINARS**

ICPI chapter meetings and education seminars allow you to expand your knowledge in the interlocking concrete pavement industry and can help you build a more profitable hardscaping business. ICPI Southwest Chapter brings education opportunities closer to home and offer seminar topics on regional issues.

**Chapter education courses and seminars may include:**
- ICPI’s “How to Sell and Market Concrete Pavers”
- ICPI’s “Labor and Material Estimating”
- ICPI’s “Raised Patio Construction”
- ICPI’s “Construction of Permeable Pavements”
- ICPI’s “Theory of Base Installation”
- Job Site Safety and OSHA regulations
- Contract law regulations
- Pool deck and other specialty applications

For more information on the ICPI Southwest Chapter, visit ICPISW.org
PO Box PO BOX 93503 ● Phoenix, AZ 85070 ● info@icpiaz.org
LOCAL AND REGIONAL ADVOCACY

Joining ICPI Southwest Chapter allows you to have a “bigger voice” in effecting local advocacy issues. We can voice our concerns to local agencies and businesses that impact the interlocking concrete pavement industry thus allowing an opportunity for a more successful contracting business.

“We are able to focus our attention on regional issues. The chapter is a great provider of ICPI educational courses and without the local chapter bringing these exceptional programs to the local area, many of our members would be unable to take these beneficial courses.” – Gary Ross, ICPI Southwest Florida Chapter

ICPI SOUTHWEST CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP ALLOWS YOU TO

• Be involved in the interlocking concrete pavement industry close to home
• Share your experiences through networking events with fellow paver installers and suppliers
• Increase your knowledge through local education courses and seminars
• Build a more successful business and industry through local and regional advocacy programs

For more information on the ICPI Southwest Chapter, visit ICPISW.org
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